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In fifteen years of practicing chiropractic and
travelling around the world lecturing on the Gerson
Therapy, I have been approached by dozens of
people trying to sell me their “miracle” products
which I have always refused and replied, “No, thank
you, I already have my miracle products;
chiropractic and the Gerson Therapy.”

 

In March of 2011, in Charlotte, North Carolina, that
came to an abrupt end when I was invited by a
pharmacist to lecture on the Gerson Therapy.
Two hours before I was to give my lecture, I sat in
Billy’ s pharmacy and watched one person after
another walk in and fill up their water jugs with
water that comes out of a special Japanese machine
that Japanese people have been using for nearly
48 years. As each person stepped up to fill their
containers with this special water, Billy had them
tell me their stories of miraculous recoveries from
their different conditions by just drinking the water
and, on occasion, utilizing various supplements
specific to their condition. Their stories were
nothing short of shocking; High blood
pressure gone within two weeks; people off
their diabetes medication in four to six
weeks; cholesterol lowered 100 points in six weeks;
a woman
on Depression, Anxiety and Sleeping medications
for SEVENTEEN years completely off of them in
ONE month; a man scheduled to have both
l e g s  a m p u t a t e d  d u e
to Diabetic Gangrene cancelled his surgery after
two weeks; malignant melanoma and basal cell
carcinoma Tumors gone in 4-6 weeks;
cancelled Knee Surgeries, recovery
from Asthma, Advanced Skin Conditions, one right
after the other successfully treated of their
condition. Furthermore, all the people who
were Overweight noticed an average Weight
Loss of 10-20 pounds per month! I was absolutely
dumbfounded as these are results we typically see
on the Gerson Therapy which requires drastic
changes to diet and intense detoxification but, with
these people it was just drinking the water and,
perhaps, adding a few condition-specific
supplements. Two weeks later, I spent a full day at
Billy’ s pharmacy and watched at least fifty more
people come in and continue to tell me their
incredible stories.
So what is the secret?
One of the main things that makes the Gerson
Therapy so powerful is its ability to alkalinize the
system; but what does that mean? 
When we talk about acidity in the body we are
referring to the build-up of Hydrogen ions inside
the cell (H+). This causes a cascading of different
events that are extremely harmful to the human
body but the most dangerous result of the
accumulation of hydrogen ions in the cells is that
the cell will repel oxygen away from it because of
the positively charged hydrogen. All energy
production (by definition your metabolism!), which
is essential for  maintaining a healthy immune
system, and most certainly for curing a sick and
dying one, is dependent on oxygen. If there is no
oxygen the mitochondria in the body cannot
produce energy, your metabolism shuts down and
your immune system weakens. When we drink fresh
pressed juices those juices break down to an
alkaline ash in the body in the form of Potassium
Hydroxide. The Hydroxide portion of that molecule
(OH-) literally enters the cells and reacts with
Hydrogen(H+) to neutralize the acidity through the
formation of water(H2O). That reaction is one of
the greatest secrets to human health that exists. In
today’s society our diets and lifestyles have
become so acidic that our cells can no longer meet
the energy requirements necessary for basic
immune system and metabolic functions which is
why we are coming down with such deadly
diseases and we are becoming increasingly obese.
The only way to begin reversing this acidity is
through the mass consumption of raw fruits and
vegetables or KANGEN WATER! Japanese and
Russian scientists figured out a way to create water
with MASSIVE amounts of Hydroxyl (OH-) ions
that can enter cells immediately and neutralize the
acidity. Before Kangen water, the only way to
accomplish that was juicing or vast amounts of
fruits and vegetables. Do not be fooled by
bottled waters that claim to alkalinize the
system—THEY DO NOT! These bottled waters
on the market, claiming to alkalinize the system,
are gimmick waters that have alkalinizing agents
added to them such as Sodium Bicarbonate,
Potassium Bicarbonate or Potassium Citrate.
These additives do give the blood and urine
alkaline readings BUT they do nothing to
neutralize the accumulated acidity inside the cell
as they do not contain HYDROXYL ions. Again,
the only thing that can do that is the Hydroxyl
ion mentioned above which these alkalinizing
agents clearly do not contain. Fortunately, there
is nothing that can produce a greater
concentration of hydroxyl ions than the Kangen
water machine (not even a freshly pressed juice)
which is why every single household in the
United States must have this unit in their homes.

The Miraculous Kangen Water
From Lun

It is the best investment, other than a juicer, that a
family can make in its health— hands down! This is
why 1 out of every 6 households in Japan has this
technology in their homes. It is vital to human health. 
The other property of Kangen Water that gives it
tremendous healing power is its microclustered
properties. Today, our water typically comes in
molecular structures of 13-20 units. Molecular
structures of that size make it difficult to penetrate cell
membranes and deliver vital oxygen to the
mitochondria. The Kangen water machine literally
breaks down the structure of the water to 6 molecular
units. What does this mean? What it means, is two
things. First, the ability of the water to penetrate cell
membranes and deliver oxygen (and the powerful
hydroxyl ions of Kangen water) is exponentially
greater. However, equally important, is that
microclustered water is able to penetrate, breakdown
and utilize nutrients on a much greater scale. It will
literally dissolve supplements you take into your body
in minutes. This can be demonstrated over and over
again using a tea bag. If you take any tea bag and use
tap and Kangen water at room temperature you will
see the following results: when putting the tea bag in
room temperature tap water for 30 minutes nothing
will occur. After 30 minutes, no tea will be extracted
from the bag as we obviously know we must boil water
in order to extract the tea from the plant. With Kangen
water, however, immediately upon submerging the bag
into the water you have a FULL-STRENGTH cup of
tea. It is truly miraculous. Not only that, you can dip
that tea bag into TEN cups of Kangen water and get
TEN FULL-STRENGTH cups of tea with ONE tea bag!
It is nothing short of shocking. The same thing occurs
when this water is utilized with supplements. The
supplements are immediately dissolved and
utilized by the body. This is why you cannot
drink the pH 9.5 Kangen Water when you take
medications. It will dissolve and absorb the
meds too quickly. You must take meds with the
pH 7water created by the machine. Again, this
is just yet another miraculous property of this
machine that is changing people’s lives. It is
alkalinizing the system and delivering vital
oxygen and nutrients greater than anything
available today.
Kangen, in Japanese, literally means, “BACK
TO ORIGIN.” There are still five places on the
planet today where people line up to fill their
water jugs with water similar to what is coming
out of the Kangen Water System. Those 5 places
are;Lourdes, France,
Tiacote, Mexico, Nadan, India, Nordenau,
Germany and the Himalayan mountains. 
You could travel to those places and fill your water
jugs with the same, high-powered water. Wouldn’t it
be cheaper, however, to have a Kangen water unit in
your home?
Not only does the Kangen water unit produce the
miraculous healing properties above, but the machine’s
capacity to produce EIGHT different pH levels gives it
a myriad of other household and cosmetic uses specific
to each varying pH. Here is a list of those uses at its
varying PH levels.
(To be contd.)
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Groups in Manipur have
asked chief minister N.
Biren Singh to make his
stand clear on the
Citizenship (Amendment)
Bill, 2019, while asking the
MPs of the state “why
they are inactive when
people are rising up
against the bill”.
Street vendors, auto and
van runners and
shopkeepers in the
Khuman Lampak area of
Imphal staged a sit-in at
Khuman Lampak on
Thursday. They
demanded the
“immediate” withdrawal
of the bill that was
recently passed in the Lok
Sabha.
“The chief minister should
give a clear stand on the

Manipur State groups want CM to clear the
air on Citizenship (Amendment) Bill

bill and he must boldly
declare that he would
resign if the Centre failed
to listen to him,” said a
leader of a street vendor
organisation, Y. Indrani.
Biren Singh had said his
government would
oppose the bill until and
unless a clause for
exemption of Manipur and
protection of the
indigenous people of the
state is inserted in it.
The chief minister and his
team met Union home
minister Rajnath Singh in
New Delhi recently. He
said the Manipur
government demanded
that the Centre should first
consider the protection of
the smaller indigenous
communities residing in
Manipur and the
Northeast if the bill was
to be passed in the Rajya

Sabha.
“We strongly oppose the
bill which is a threat and
challenge to the
indigenous people of the
region. The influx that
would result because of
the bill will flood the
original settlers of
Manipur, Assam and
other northeastern states.
The bill should not be
passed in the Rajya
Sabha,” said Indrani.
The North East Peoples’
Parliament (a regional
organisation) stated that
demands for political
autonomy for the whole
northeastern region might
arise if the legitimate
demand for withdrawal of
the bill was not fulfilled.
Demanding withdrawal of
the bill, various groups
organised protests at
Chingmeirong, Lamphel

and Sagolband Tera
Amudon in Imphal West
district and at Checkon in
Imphal East.
The protest at
Chingmeirong was
organised by the Joint
Committee on Inner Line
Permit System.
R.K. Tharaksana, general
secretary of Khwai
Lamphel Women
D e v e l o p m e n t
organisation, which along
with student groups,
organised the rally at
Laphel, said while the
indigenous people of
Manipur are threatened
by the increasing number
of immigrants, the bill,
which allows immigrants
from Pakistan,
Afghanistan and
Bangladesh to settle in
India, was passed in the
Lok Sabha.

(DIPR)
Imphal, January 18

Health Minister L.
Jayantakumar Singh has
inaugurated two Primary
Health Sub Centres
(PHSC), one each at
MayangLangjing and
AwangKhunou in Imphal
West District. Minister also
laid foundation stone for
the construction of Primary
Health Centre(PHC), Salam.
Speaking at the inaugural
occasion at
MayangLangjingas chief
guest Minister
Jayantakumar said that
heath sector is one of the
most essential components

Health minister inaugurates two phscs,
laid foundation stone for phc, salam.

of human service. With the
changing of the nature
there have been many new
diseases. This is really a
challenge to mankind. To
meet this new challenge the
health department need to
be fully prepared and act
accordingly, minister
added.
He said that the health
schemes initiated by the
government for the people
should reach to the needy
ones. The shortage of fund
of the government may
hamper the pace of
development in health
sector. But the government
especially the health
department is on the path

of giving its best to boost
health sector. People’s
support and cooperation
is quite necessary, he
added.
Speaking at the function as
president, MLA,
L a m s a n g A s s e m b l y
Constituency and Deputy
Chairman, Manipur State
Planning Board S. Rajen
Singh said that the newly
inaugurated PHSCs is a
gift to the people of
Lamsang A/C by the new
government. He also
maintained that with the
laying of foundation
stone of the PHC Salam
the long awaited wish of
the people of Salam to

have a PHC at Slam will be
fulfilled soon, he added.
He also highlighted the
welfare schemes of the
new government.
The inaugural function at
MayangLangjingwas also
attended by ZP member of
AwangKhunou, K.
Shohodev Singh, Director
Health Services, Manipur,
Dr. K. Rajo Singh, Director
NHM, Manipur Dr. S.
Manikanta Singh, former
ZP member
Mayanglangjing, as
guests of honour. Health
department staff, staff from
NHM and others also
attended the inaugural
function.


